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Shopping
WarumWhy

WE LOVE IT SO MUCH
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Some people do it every day, for others once a
month is plenty. Some are exhausted after a single
session, while others just can’t get enough. Everyone
can do it and everyone does. Shopping has achieved
the status of a popular sport, alongside television and
sex. A pure necessity has turned into a pleasurable
pastime, relentlessly hyped by advertisers and the
media. In every popular TV series – from “Dallas” to
“Sex and the City” and “The O.C.” –  they shop until
they drop. And if you open the pages of “Gala” or
“Vanity Fair”, you see the same actors and actresses
weighed down with bulging shopping bags in real
life. Eva Longoria, for example, famous as shopping-
mad “desperate housewife” Gabrielle Solis, took just
90 minutes to spend ¤50,000 at the most recent
Harrods sale in London. 
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Shopping is now taken for granted in our western
consumer society to such an extent that it almost seems
pointless to reflect on why. People buy things because

they want them, end of story. But is it
really as simple as that? What is it

that drives hordes of people to go
shopping in their valuable spare

time, and even sends Hollywood
stars, who presumably have every

conceivable luxury, into a shopping
frenzy? Is there more to shopping than

just buying goods? What is it about shopping
that makes us love it so much?

Well, let’s not be under any illusions. Even with UMTS
mobiles in our pockets, we are still driven by archaic
instincts from the Stone Age. One example is our desire
to belong to a group. As gregarious animals, human
beings don’t like to be alone and shopping provides a
marvellous opportunity for a casual chat at the cold cuts
counter or in the boutique round the corner. In the past,
when there were old-fashioned grocery stores instead of
supermarkets and your clothes were made up by the
tailor, every shopping trip was a social event as well, with
established rituals including tea and conversation. 

And shopping is even more than this. Eager anticipation,
finding what you want, trying things on and trying things
out, haggling, exchanging, getting a bargain: shopping

offers all the fun of the fair for adults. That’s why eBay is
so successful, because it caters to precisely these
desires. “Three, two, one, mine!”: the bidder can live out
his play instinct to the full, enjoys thrills galore delivered
straight to his home and experiences a genuine shop-
ping drama before he finally reaches his desired destina-
tion. A lot of people get so carried away by the
excitement of the chase that they’re afraid of missing
something and buy things they don’t really need or pay
more than they should have. 

But even if online trading is becoming ever more popu-
lar – and in Germany at least ¤10.1 billion in sales was
generated by the click of a mouse in 2006 – the look and
feel of shopping is still important for most people. And
people go shopping to get away from everyday life for
a few hours. Shopping then becomes an escape into a
dream world promising ecstatic experiences. After all, a
new dress or a new handbag can conjure up a feeling of
being in love just as much as a new man or a new
woman. Indeed, in the view of the American psychiatrist
and behavioural scientist Gregory Berns, we do not
choose the things we buy simply for the use to which we
put them: the thrill of something new is far more impor-
tant. According to Berns, neurological research has
shown that the brain reacts to unexpected events with an
increase in “happy messengers”, a shot of dopamine
that can be highly addictive. So women like Carrie Brad-
shaw or Imelda Marcos really can’t help it if they always
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Is there more to
shopping than just

buying goods?

Shopping then 
becomes an escape

into a dream 
world 
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have to go shopping for shoes. A survey of 1,000 Ameri-
can women by the Unilever Group even found that the
majority of them would give up sex for 15 months if they
could have a wardrobe full of new clothes in return. After
all, a new dress can turn a woman into a princess in the
twinkling of an eye, and what man can match that? 

What is more, anyone who would prefer to be a diva, a
cowboy or an English gentleman can try these roles out
on a shopping trip with no obligation. Shopping
provides an opportunity to reinvent yourself constantly,
to discover new sides to your personality and to present
yourself in a new light. According to the philosopher and
management consultant Wolfgang Ullrich, your shopping
basket reflects your identity: what sort of person am I?
The spectrum ranges from the connoisseur through the
adventurer to the traditionalist. Because in most cases we

are buying a brand as
well as a product –

a brand which is
surrounded by
its own brand
aura, which in

turn rubs off on
the owner. Issues

which were previ-
ously determined by

political ideologies are
now down to which new

watch we choose or the “right”
jeans; these decide who the members of a particular
group are. And this group membership gives the
purchaser a sense of security and recognition. I shop
therefore I am, is the profession of faith of the modern
consumer.

Shopping also satisfies our all too human thirst for power.
Is there anyone who doesn’t enjoy the effects of their
own actions when the checkout scanner bleeps as they
make a purchase? And what an uplifting feeling it is to
leave the shop as the owner of the coveted object and
finally be able to do whatever you want with it. It doesn’t
matter whether you’ve bought a Porsche or just a bag of
sweets. What counts is that, as the purchaser, you have
the power to make the engine roar and can decide

whether and when to bite the heads off the jelly babies. 
Finally, shopping also responds to our urge for freedom,
because shopping means freedom of choice. A dream
that was fulfilled for millions of East Germans when they
were finally able to use their first blue West German
banknotes to buy what they had previously seen on
western television. But what happens if, instead of the
regulation-issue bar of chocolate, there are suddenly
hundreds of different types of chocolate all shouting
“buy me” and if the government-designed standard
men’s suits go out of fashion from one day to the next
and you now have to choose from thousands of styles,
colours and materials and keep up with the latest trends
as well? The paradise of freedom is rapidly eclipsed by
the torture of having too much choice. Even worse: the
limited household budget usually has to be divided up
in such a way as to keep all members of the family
happy. This places an enormous responsibility on the
head of purchasing, who is usually a woman. Even so,
she is precisely the one for whom shopping finally repre-
sents an opportunity to enjoy a feeling of independence
for once. For many women who are financially depend-
ent on their husbands, shopping is the one area where
they finally have responsibility for making decisions,
explains Wolfgang Ullrich. And for old people, struggling
to make it to the supermarket on crutches, or for
pampered celebrities, shopping simply represents an
opportunity to remain independent and so retain their
status as adults. That’s why Eva Longoria can be seen
paying at the till at Harrods and why Michael Schumacher
buys strawberry jam in person at his local supermarket. 

It should be noted that the behaviour patterns of men
and women when shopping are quite different. While
women take great pleasure in wandering aimlessly
through the shops, shopping is frequently at the bottom
of the list of their partners’ preferred leisure time activi-
ties. A British psychologist has even found that Christmas
shopping causes stress levels in men equivalent to those
experienced by fighter aircraft pilots or policemen faced
with the task of controlling an enraged mob. Shopping
enables women, on the other hand, to have a wonder-
fully relaxing time. The reasons for this also go back to
the Stone Age. Men are hunters. They want to track down
and kill their prey as quickly as possible and then get it

I shop therefore I am,
is the profession of
faith of the modern 

consumer
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back to a warm cave. Anything else would be a waste 
of time and would only scare off the rest of the herd. 
In contrast, women are gatherers. Since primeval times,
they have been used to wandering about with no appar-
ent aim, sniffing at anything that looks usable, feeling and
tasting it, while at the same time chatting to their neigh-
bours about God and the world and keeping an eye on
their offspring. The main thing is to have a nice day,
whether their baskets are full or empty in the evening. But

a hunter who comes home without his
prey is revealed to the whole horde
as a failure. 

The supposedly “weaker” sex also
seems to be physically better equipped

for shopping. It is true that the female brain
is relatively smaller than the male, but the two

halves are better coordinated with each other. Shopping
requires the ability to keep a wide range of products in
view and match them against needs and wants, explains
the American journalist Thomas Hine. Researchers have
therefore suggested that the superior integration of the
female brain may enable it to process these different
types of input more easily than the male brain, in which
the halves operate more independently. Unstructured
shopping excursions, with constant changes of direction
and no particular aim, are therefore necessarily more
than the male species can handle. In order to make shop-
ping as pleasant as possible for “Him”, department
stores often position menswear right by the entrance.
“He” can then find what he’s looking for straight away,
with no risk of getting lost, never to be seen again, some-
where between the cosmetics and the ladies’ underwear
departments. 

Shopping center operators also use every trick in the
book to ensure that men (and women too of course)
enjoy their visit. When the architect Victor Gruen knocked
together the first shopping mall half a century ago in the
USA, his intention was to create a replacement for the
traditional village marketplace in the anonymous
suburbs. The idea was a success. More and more people 

today combine pleasure with utility; a trip to the 
shopping center is increasingly replacing the family day
out in the country. After all, shopping centers present
themselves as multi-option pleasure domes, where you
can shop, wander round, eat, drink, play sports, relax or
just have fun, so providing people with both bread and
circuses. Indeed, American shopping centers frequently
have integrated leisure parks, and you can spend your
whole holiday in the “Mall of America”, the largest in the
world, in Minneapolis. The operators’ hope is that
customers in a holiday mood will lose all their inhibitions
and go on a spending spree.

But while the layout of American malls is so full of nooks
and crannies that you can get lost in them for days on
end, European shopping centers appeal to their
customers with open spaces and straight lines. Roof
domes and columns give them
an almost ecclesiastical char-
acter and so add to the
feeling of having escaped
from cold, dull everyday
reality. Bright, safe, clean,
always friendly: a perfect, if
artificial, alternative world where
you can enjoy leisure time activities,
sensory pleasures and a few hours of
relaxation and diversion. The intention is to make
customers feel so good that they forget their everyday
worries and, quite incidentally, spend as much money as
possible. 

So shopping – whether in a shopping center or some-
where else – is much more than just buying things. It is as
much a part of life today as dental floss or Nordic walking.
Shopping gives us identity and a feeling of security, kills
boredom, creates excitement in everyday life and makes
us feel powerful and free. Shopping arouses emotions
and serves our deepest desires, satisfies fundamental
biological needs and speaks directly to our subcon-
scious.The means to an end has become an end in itself.
And that’s the reason why we love shopping so much. 

Nicolette Maurer

Suggested reading:
Wolfgang Ullrich: “Haben wollen – Wie funktioniert die Konsumkultur?”

Gregory Berns: “Satisfaction – The Science of Finding True Fulfillment”
Campus Verlag. Frankfurt 2006
Thomas Hine: “I Want That!: How We All Became Shoppers”
Bastei Lübbe Verlag. Bergisch Gladbach. 2004

Allan & Barbara Pease: “Why Men Don’t Have a Clue and Women Always Need More Shoes”

So Shopping 
is much more than

just buying 
things.

Men are hunters. They want 
to track down and kill their
prey as quickly as possible 
and then get it back to a 

warm cave.
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Behaviour

…is female

53%

61%

...is relatively young
(up to 39 years old)

...lives in a family or  
two-person household

...is employed/studying/
learning a profession

…has a net house-
hold income 

of up to €2,500 

…visits the center at least
once every two weeks

…rates the center as
good or very good   

…is visiting the
center on a 
shopping spree82%

56%

58%

55%

82%

95%

44%

Personal
details

…travels to the center
by car or motorbike

The typical visitor to a
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Customer 
age groups:

Up to 19 years old 11%
20-29 years old 23%
30-39 years old 19%
40-49 years old 17%
50-59 years old 13%

60 and above 17%
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Outdoorsportler starten ihre Tour bei SportScheck.
Ob (Hütten-) Wanderung oder Sportkletter-Route –
Sie finden bei uns Outfit und Ausrüstung für Ihren
Sport– sportlichkompetenteBeratungund Testmög-
lichkeit am hauseigenen Indoor-Felsen inklusive.

Besuchen Sie uns!

Filialen: 16 SportScheck-Verkaufshäuser
bundesweit.

Kataloge: Mehr als 600 Seiten.
Jede Saison neu! 

Internet: Mit allen Angeboten, Filial-Adressen
und vielen weiteren Infos rund um
SportScheck.

www.sportscheck.com

Alles für die perfekte Ausrüstung



Claus-Matthias Böge, CEO, Deutsche EuroShop:
“We bought a new barbecue for our patio. It was a real hit in the record-breaking summer of 2006.
Hopefully, we’ll have the same luck in 2007!”

Raimund Ellrott, Member of the Management Board, 
GfK GeoMarketing GmbH:
“A ticket for the Rolling Stones concert in Hanover in July 2006. A multi-generation concert with an 
unusually high average age – there were entire extended families there: grandparents, parents 
and their children all together in the stadium.”

shopping

Patrick Kiss, Head of Investor & Public Relations, 
Deutsche EuroShop:
“When our daughter Maja Sophia was born in February 2006, I bought 
my wife classic diamond ear studs.”

Kay Bommer, Managing Director of DIRK – 
the German Investor Relations Association:
“I was lucky enough to be able to buy a ticket for the Ecuador versus Costa Rica World Cup
match here in Hamburg and was able to enjoy this unique experience right up close.”

Olaf G. Borkers, Member of the Executive Board, 
Deutsche EuroShop:
“A ticket for my family and myself for a beach cinema in Warnemünde to see
the classic film ‘Poseidon’: complete with beach chairs, the Baltic Sea and a
wonderful sunset.”

Nicolette Maurer, Freelance Journalist:
“Since having my twins Luisa and Emilia, I always seem to end up by magic in children’s clothes 
or toy departments. Nevertheless, I also got round to buying a new mobile phone in 2006: 
the Nokia 6111. It’s ultra-small, with far more features than I need – and pink, like my twins…”

Klaus Striebich, Member of the Management 
of ECE Projektmanagement G.m.b.H. & Co. KG:
“Last year, I bought a Bosch children’s workbench for my young son – after all,
it’s never too early to start building shopping centres. And he can already say 
‘sprinkler system’ …”

Josef Grübl, Author and Editor:
“Stars up close: Martin Schoeller’s unembellished photo portraits never fail to fascinate
me – that’s why the magnificent volume of photos entitled “Close Up” (published by
teNeues) was my purchase of the year. After all, when were you ever this close to 
Angelina Jolie, Bill Clinton, or Eminem?”
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Maria Hans, Personal Shopper and Style Coach:
“I was in a suitcase-buying frenzy – a Samsonite and a TITAN, because ... you never
know where you’re going to have to travel to. I also bought a chest of drawers that
gives me pleasure every day, because I can make so many things invisible by sto-
wing away my other beautiful possessions in it.“

“WHAT I BOUGHT 
IN 2006”
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Christian Schiffmacher, Editor in Chief, 
Institutional Investment Real Estate Magazin:
“Last year, I bought a box of Cohiba Esplendido cigars, because the fund managers always give me their
IPO research first if I give them a Cohiba.”

Bodo Hoffmann, Chief Executive, IT Future AG:
“My key purchase of 2006 was a home cinema: with a beamer, screen
and Dolby Surround so that I could enjoy the World Cup in all its glory.”

Alexander Otto, CEO of 
ECE Projektmanagement:
“Last spring, the heavy snowfall made Hamburg’s Alsterwanderweg hiking trail perfect
for cross-country skiing. So I went out and bought new skis right away and tried them
out there.”

Frank Riebel, Member of the Executive Board, 
IR-One AG & Co. KG:
“A Russell Hobbs toaster, so that there is at least one thing that shines in
my kitchen, even if it isn’t my talent for cooking.”

Kirsten Kaiser, Head of Accounting,
Deutsche EuroShop:
“Last year, I finally bought myself a new washing machine. Not only it is much faster than
the old one, it also uses far less power and water. And it looks good, too!”

Christian A. Völxen, Rating & Valuation, 
Feri Rating & Research:
“Last year, I bought myself an oil painting set. I am interested in painting and
now I try and put colour on the canvas on Sunday afternoons.”

Birgit Schäfer, Executive Secretary,  
Deutsche EuroShop:
“I treated myself to the wonderful GEO book “The Earth From Above” with breathtaking 
photos of our planet.”

Nicolas Lissner, Manager Investor & Public Relations, 
Deutsche EuroShop:
“I finally bought myself an iPod nano, so that I can have my favourite music in my coat pocket
even when I am travelling. Needless to say, my favourite album – “Wave” by Tom Jobim – was
the first thing I loaded onto it.”

Gerd Rückel, Freelance Financial Journalist:
“The best thing I bought in 2006 was a Playmobil ambulance. Not for me, of course, but for my three-and-
a-half-year-old daughter! I’ll never forget how her eyes shone when she first caught sight of it.”
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Werner Bartsch, Photographer:
“After our second child, Nina, was born in mid-February I bought: various Babygros (size 50),
cherry stone bags, masses of Fixies disposable nappies (new born size), a handful of 
dummies (which admittedly turned out to be a bad investment), and flights to Vancouver
for our first trip as a family of four.”
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The man isn’t exactly making life easy for the sales assistants
in the nightwear department: He only wants the pyjama
jacket, not the trousers. That’s how he attracts the attention
of a good-looking lady who isn’t just interested in the
pyjama trousers but also in the purchaser of the top half…
Gary Cooper and Claudette Colbert demonstrated in the
Hollywood classic Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife what experts in
the art of flirting have always known: shopping is an excel-
lent way to meet someone. At the freezer cabinet, in the
queue for the till or in front of the changing room – there’s
always an opportunity for a quick flirt. And anyone who
wants to deliver a performance good enough for the
cinema would do well to take a tip from Hollywood. From
Steve Martin and Claire Danes, for example, who get to
know each other in the box office hit Shopgirl: He’s the

customer and she’s the sales assistant in the glove depart-
ment at Saks Fifth Avenue. When he delivers a parcel of
gloves to her door, the smart businessman has already won
her heart… You’ve Got Mail is also about a shopgirl: Meg
Ryan plays a book dealer who uses the term as her handle
on an Internet dating site where she meets her dream man.
Played by superstar Tom Hanks, he just happens to be her
biggest competitor. Although he drives her into bankruptcy,
the spark still manages to jump the gap between bookshelf
and till. Bookshops seem to be a particularly good bet in
matters of the heart and bring together another dream pair
in Notting Hill: Julia Roberts and Hugh Grant. Even if the two
of them have to catch a shoplifter before they can fall into
each other’s arms… If it’s been a while since a couple first
(successfully) struck up their acquaintance, other talents are
called for – and here, too, Hollywood has the answer, of
course. Bette Midler and Woody Allen, for example, show
how to bring a tired marriage back to life in Scenes From A
Mall: On their 16th or 17th anniversary (they’re not too sure
themselves any more) the pair treat themselves to a trip to
the shopping mall. Once there, between surfboard shop
and sushi bar, they first of all get into an argument about
extramarital affairs, only to make it up again in the darkness
of a cinema… Farrah Fawcett is also in the middle of a rela-
tionship crisis in Dr T and the Women – at least it’s not just
her husband’s attention she attracts by taking a public bath
in a shopping center fountain. Things are really off the wall in
the award-winning comedy Punch-Drunk Love: Adam
Sandler plays an ordinary guy who wants to fly to Hawaii in
pursuit of his beloved – a businesswoman with a full sched-
ule. He gets a lot closer to his objective with the help of
pudding from the local shopping center: every cup comes
with frequent-flier miles from an airline… The film shows that
in shopping romances one thing is needed more than
anything else: persistence. Not every flirtation ends in
marriage and many a charming encounter needs to be
encouraged to blossom first. And what if it takes even
longer? Then we can turn to the hit comedy The 40-Year-Old
Virgin…: The offbeat hero, a sales assistant in an electronics
megastore, finds his sweetheart despite years in which his
love life was in the doldrums. Where? In the shop opposite
of course.

HOLLYWOOD GOES

Shopping

It happens at the till, on the escalator or between books-
helves: People are constantly flirting when they go shop-
ping. Stars like Hugh Grant, Meg Ryan and Julia Roberts
show us how to do it in style. A Hollywood guide.

Josef Grübl 

Welcome to the
flashy nineties! 
In the comedy 

film “Clueless”,
party girl Alicia 

Silverstone is busy
with the two best

things in the
world: going

shopping and
dating. Is this 
how she will 

meet Mr. Right? 
Of course, we

won’t tell…



www,villeroy-boch,com

Das neue Flow – ein schönes Gefühl 
von Harmonie und Eleganz!

Villeroy & Boch in Bestform – so wunderbar leicht und fließend kann modernes Porzellan-Design sein!

The House of Villeroy & Boch

ist in dem folgenden Center der

Deutsche EuroShop vertreten:

Phoenix-Center Harburg
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great books and reading

recommendations on shopping
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SCHLUSS MIT LUSTIG
Hahne, Peter

MINIMUM
Schirrmacher, Frank

DER DEUTSCHLAND-CLAN
Roth, Jürgen

RUSSLAND IM ZANGENGRIFF
Scholl-Latour, Peter

SÜSSER VOGEL JUGEND ,,,
Karasek, Hellmuth

HURRA, WIR KAPITULIEREN!
Broder, Henryk M,

SCHOTT’S ORIGINAL 
MISCELLANY Schott, Ben

MACHTWAHN 
Müller, Albrecht

WIR DEUTSCHEN
Matussek, Matthias

DIE TAGESSCHAU ERKLÄRT
DIE WELT Tempel, Sylke

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

top ten books‘06

Reading recommendations
Maggie Davis

101 THINGS YOU BUY
BEFORE YOU DIE
Uli Stein

LANGER SAMSTAG!
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non-fiction book fiction – hardcover book fiction - paperback
Hardcover paperback

MEASURING THE WORLD
Kehlmann, Daniel

THREE BAGS FULL: A SHEEP
DETECTIVE STORY   Swann, Leonie

LE VOYAGE D’HECTOR  
Lelord, Francois

HÖHENRAUSCH  
Kürthy, Ildikó von

WITH NO ONE AS WITNESS
George, Elizabeth

IF YOU COULD SEE ME NOW
Ahern, Cecelia

DIGITAL FORTRESS  
Brown, Dan

DAS ECHO DER SCHULD
Link, Charlotte

THE DA VINCI CODE  
Brown, Dan

BLOOD FROM A STONE  
Leon, Donna

THE DA VINCI CODE  
Brown, Dan

NACHTZUG NACH LISSABON
Mercier, Pascal

THE SHADOW OF THE WIND
Ruiz Zafón, Carlos

DER SCHWARM (NZ)
Schätzing, Frank

PERFUME   
Süskind, Patrick

VOLLIDIOT  
Jaud, Tommy

THE LAST TEMPLAR  
Khoury, Raymond

LAUTLOS  
Schätzing, Frank

IANGELS AND DEMONS 
Brown, Dan

KISSCUT
Slaughter, Karin

NEW New publications 2007

Meinolf Nitsche MEIN LIEBSTES BUCH VOM EINKAUFEN (children’s book)
Henrik C, Maris NOBELMARKEN ZU SCHNÄPPCHENPREISEN
Brenda Kinsel BRENDA’S WARDROBE COMPANION: A GUIDE TO GETTING

DRESSED FROM THE INSIDE OUT
Fred Grimm SHOPPING HILFT DIE WELT VERBESSERN
Plum Sykes PARK AVENUE PRINZESSINNEN
Sophie Kinsella THE SECRET DREAM WORLD OF A SHOPAHOLIC
Lauren Weisberger DER TEUFEL TRÄGT PRADA
Wäis Kiani NICHTS ANZUZIEHEN –

Geschichten aus dem Kleiderschrank
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top ten fragrances‘06

a wift of
eternity
The most popular perfumes –
for Ladies and Gentlemen

female fragrances male fragrances

powered by

ARMANI CODE  Giorgio Armani1
POUR ELLE  Annayake2
SUN DELIGHT  Jil Sander3
BOSS FEMME  Hugo Boss4
NATSUMI  Annayake5

6

LIGHT BLUE  
Dolce & Gabbana8
DK BE DELICIOUS  
Aramis9
EUPHORIA  Calvin Klein10

LE MALE  Jean Paul Gaultier1
UNDO MEN FRAGRANCE  Annayake2
ARMANI CODE HOMME  Giorgio Armani3
POUR LUI  Annayake4
BOSS SELECTION  Hugo Boss5
DIOR HOMME  Christian Dior6
ALLURE HOMME SPORT  Chanel7
HOMME  Joop8

SILVER SHADOW  Davidoff

CHANEL NO. 5  
Chanel

7

ACQUA DI GIO HOMME  Giorgio Armani9

THE ONE  
Dolce & Gabbana

10




